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A UNITED NATIONS (UN) agency estimated the annual economic losses 
in Asia and the Pacific from disasters at more than half a trillion dollars, 
and urged countries to invest in prevention and resiliency measures to 
manage the risk because disasters are getting worse.
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Asia economic losses from calamities estimated at $675B
STATE economic managers have formalized the Executive branch’s re-
quest for closer coordination with the 18th Congress to speed up ap-
proval of President Rodrigo R. Duterte’s legislative priorities.

Economic officials seek closer coordination with lawmakers on 
priority bills

Senator Bong Revilla Jr. recently filed Senate Bill 451 or “An act requiring 
the teaching of basic road safety and comprehensive driver’s education 
as part of the curriculum of the K-12 program, and for other purposes.”

Senator wants to add Road Safety, Driver’s Ed as part of K-12
News agency Reuters said in a report Ford is one of four carmakers, 
along with Honda Motor Co., BMW AG and Volkswagen AG, that 
reached a voluntary agreement with California on fuel efficiency rules, 
defying Trump and his administration’s effort to strip the state of the 
right to fight climate change by setting its own standards.

Trump hits carmakers for not backing fuel economy rollback

Environmental organizations and researchers say the wildfires blaz-
ing in the Brazilian rainforest were set by cattle ranchers and loggers 
who want to clear and utilize the land, emboldened by the country’s 
pro-business president.

Blame humans for starting the Amazon fires, environmental-
ists say

MORE foreign capital went into the country in July to yield a net inflow, 
snapping four consecutive months of outflows, the central bank report-
ed on Thursday.

Hot money returns in July
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